
N E W S L E T T E R

Yoga teaches us how to infuse our movements with intelligence,
transforming them into action. Action is movement with intelligence.

– B.K.S Iyengar
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July Teacher Training Intensive taught by Leslie Hogya and Ann Kilbertus
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The Yoga Sutras 
of Patanjali 

with Shirley Daventry French

6:30 - 8:30 pm Friday, September 28, 2007
Fee: $35 + GST for IYCV members, $40 + GST for non-members 

To register, drop in or phone the Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria,
202-919 Fort Street, Victoria, B.C. V8V 3K3
(250) 386-YOGA (9642)
www.iyengaryogacentre.ca

Refunds will be offered only if your space can be filled and are subject to a $10.00 cancellation fee. 

Yoga in the tradition of B.K.S. Iyengar is firmly rooted in 
the ageless wisdom and practical philosophy contained 
in Patanjali’s yoga sutras.

The sutras are a series of aphorisms, each containing a seed of
truth. They provide a framework for living wisely, and are as
relevant in the 21st century Canada as they 
were in ancient India.

This evening seminar will provide an overview of the 
sutras and explore practical ways of making use of them 
as a guide for daily living.

Going
Deeper

An Iyengar Yoga Workshop 
with Shirley Daventry French

September 29 - 30, 2007

This is an opportunity for Level I, II and III students 
to work with senior teacher Shirley Daventry French
to explore yoga in a deeper way. This is also an
opportunity for teachers to observe Shirley teach.

Shirley is a direct student of B.K.S. Iyengar. Since her
first visit to Pune in 1979, she has returned regularly
for further study.

The founder of the Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria,
Shirley has been the driving force in making the
Victoria Iyengar Yoga community one of the strongest
and most viable in Canada. Students from across
Canada and around the world have studied with her.
In this special weekend, students have the opportunity
to learn from her in a workshop setting.

Saturday, September 29: 
11:00 am - 1:00 pm, 
3:00 - 5:00 pm

Sunday, September 30:
10:30 am - 1:00 pm
1:00 - 1:30 pm refreshments
1:30 - 2:30 pm debriefing 
for observers

Fees:
$115.00 + GST 
for IYCV members
$125.00 + GST 
for non-members
$80.00 + GST 
for observers

Registration opens:
July 15 for IYCV members 
July 22 for non-members

To register, drop in or
phone the 
Iyengar Yoga Centre 
of Victoria
202-919 Fort Street
Victoria, B.C. V8V 3K3

(250) 386-YOGA (9642)

www.iyengaryogacentre.ca

Refunds will be offered only if your
space can be filled and are subject to
a $50.00 cancellation fee.

ASSESSMENT DATES
October 19-21, 2007 Toronto

Introductory I/II

November 16-18, 2007 Vancouver 
Jr. Intermediate II

February 29, March 1-2, 2008 Iyengar Yoga School of Toronto
Jr Intermediate I

April 18-21, 2008 Yoga Centre Toronto 
Jr Intermediate II/III

June 20-23, 2008 London 
Introductory I/II 

October 17-20, 2008 Saskatoon 
Introductory I/II 

October 17-20, 2008 Iyengar Yoga Centre Victoria 
Jr Intermediate I
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Newsletter Advertising Policy (Adopted February 20, 2004)

In keeping with the mandate of the Iyengar Yoga Centre of
Victoria Society Directors, 2004, to update, review and
document policies and procedures, the newsletter committee
submitted a policy which is a revision of the 1996 policy and has
been adopted by the Board of Directors as follows: 

1. Advertisements must not conflict with the aims of the
newsletter of the IYCV.

2. Advertisements must be only for Iyengar Yoga 

3. Priority given to advertisements regarding:

- IYCV events
- IYCV sponsored events
- IYAC events

COURSE REGISTRATION:

Drop in:
202-919 Fort Street, 
Victoria, B.C. V8V 3K3

Phone: 
(250) 386-YOGA (9642)

Refund policy: 
Refunds will be offered only if your
space can be filled and are subject
to a $10 cancellation fee.
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Mistaking the transient for the permanent, the
impure for the pure, pain for pleasure, and that
which is not the self for the self: all this is called lack
of spiritual knowledge, avidya.

– B.K.S. Iyengar, Light on Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras; II-5

I
t is a time of turmoil: throughout the world,
across the nation, locally and personally.
Earlier this year I spent a month away 
with my husband and twelve year-old

granddaughter, fulfilling a promise made
when she was three years old to take her to
Asia to ride an elephant. That we did—twice,
along with much else. It was a wonderful
time, culminating in her participation in a
yoga workshop I gave in Hong Kong on our
way back to Canada.

During the three weeks we spent in
Thailand, she had asked frequently to practise
yoga with me. However this presented some
difficulties, because daytime temperatures
went as high as 40 degrees, so I wanted to
practise in the relative cool of early morning.
This was not a problem for me as I am used to
rising early. My granddaughter, on the other
hand, on the verge of becoming a teenager,
sleeps late given half a chance. Generally, by
the time she got up I had finished my practice
and was ready for breakfast!

Throughout the trip she asked many
questions about yoga, so when we were in
Hong Kong it was not surprising she was
interested in seeing the studio where I was
going to teach, but she wanted more. She
wanted to take the class. I was reluctant at first
because I did not want her presence to distract
me or the other students. We were staying
with friends, Michael and Linda Shevloff, and

it was Linda who invited me to teach in her
studio. On the first night of the workshop
Michael and Derek were going to a jazz
concert, so Adriana would have to come with
Linda and me to the studio. “Can I take the
class?” she pleaded. “Can I? Can I?”

I told her to bring her shorts but also to
bring a book so that if she became bored or
restless she could go in a corner and read. I
also told her to put her mat close to Linda’s so
she could follow her if she did not understand
my directions, and that she must promise to
do everything I told her to. Adriana is very
athletic, takes dance classes and is exposed to
yoga at home because my daughter, her
mother, is a keen yoga student. I did not think
she would come to any harm provided she
maintained her concentration, which she
did—for two hours that night and three in
another class which she was eager to attend. I
was impressed.

After the first class, when we had returned
home and were getting ready for bed, she
came into my bedroom and commented on a
short talk I had given at the beginning of class
on yoga as spiritual practice. She had been
surprised to hear me use the word “spiritual”
and had a lot of questions about this. 

Students in many of the fitness oriented
yoga classes these days would be surprised to
hear yoga described as spiritual practice, and
this is very sad. At a workshop I gave in
Saskatchewan last weekend, there were many
teachers from across the Prairies and some of
them talked to me about their concern over
this aspect being overlooked. I spoke to them
in the same way as Guruji and Geetaji have
talked to me about the responsibility to first
bring spiritual values into my own life and
then, when I teach, maintain the integrity of
the teachings by presenting them to my
students in the same way. It has to be in a way
where we feel comfortable, and this will only
happen when our own practice is geared to
this end.

REFLECT IONS – September / October 2007

By Shirley Daventry French

SHIRLEY DAVENTRY FRENCH WAS

AWARDED SENIOR CERTIFICATION

FROM B.K.S. IYENGAR. SHE HAS 

BEEN TEACHING SINCE 1972 AND

FOUNDED THE IYENGAR YOGA

CENTRE OF VICTORIA IN 1976.

SHIRLEY LIVES IN VICTORIA AND

TEACHES WORLDWIDE.

Students in many of the fitness oriented 
yoga classes these days would be surprised 
to hear yoga described as spiritual practice, 
and this is very sad.
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My time in Hong Kong was a
combination of vacation and work, and 
a good transition between the complete
relaxation of Thailand and all the
ramifications of our return home to what we
mistakenly call “reality.” The timing of our
trip was impeccable. As we prepared to depart
we were concerned about the threat of war
with Iraq, particularly because we were
traveling with our granddaughter. We were
also concerned over the premature birth in
Victoria of another granddaughter, but she
had stabilised and was doing well so we felt
comfortable in leaving. Our trip was
completed and we were safely back home
before the war started and before the
emergence of the threat of SARS. As if this
were not enough to worry about, when I
picked up my mail and email I was plunged
into controversies on the Iyengar Yoga scene
internationally, nationally and locally.

Oh to be back on the southern beaches or
northern hills of Thailand! Is it still peaceful,
or has the worldwide disturbance infused life
there? With so many travellers between Hong
Kong and Bangkok, I am sure that they are
not immune from the spread of SARS. In any
case, I can’t go back. Instead of wasting time
on that fantasy, my energy is better employed
dealing with what I have to address here.
Towards this end, I must be grateful for the
opportunities I have had rather than greedy
for more. My break gave me a new perspective
on many ongoing problems along with
renewed enthusiasm for the life I have chosen
for myself and the challenges I have embraced,
As a result of the time away, when I turned
my attention to the issues at hand I was better
able to discern how to proceed, set priorities
and get on with them.

When my mother was still alive and in her
eighties, she would often say that she was glad
that she was not young in “this awful world”
which she contrasted unfavourably with the
world in which she had lived most of her life.
I would marvel at this, because this was a
woman who was born during the Boer War,
came of age in the First World War in which
her brothers and my father whom she had just
met all fought at the front. One brother was
killed, and two gassed in France. My father,

serving in Palestine, had some close calls but
came through unscathed physically. After the
war they married and had children just as the
world economy collapsed and gave rise to the
Great Depression. They were rescued from
this only by the Second World War during
which her husband was once again on active
service this time along with her son. For good
measure, in this war she was bombed along
with her elderly mother and young daughter
for the best part of six years!

When has it ever been other than “an
awful world”? I often wonder about the
human race with its propensity towards
cruelty, and reading history does nothing to
reassure me unless I look beyond the external
to the indomitable human spirit which arises
in the midst of the most terrible diversity.
Where does this come from? How can I foster
that in myself? For interesting reading on this
topic I recommend Victor Frankl’s book
Man’s Search for Meaning. Swami Vivekananda
also has interesting things to say about this in
his discourse on Raja Yoga. He asks the
question: “Why should we be unselfish?
Where is the necessity, the force, the power,
that compels me to be unselfish?” He posits
that from a purely rational position there is no
reason for this. We don’t act in unselfish ways
because people tell us that we should. Why
would anyone ever lay down their life for
another? It is beyond reason, and this is where
the practice of yoga takes us, towards
knowledge of a higher state of existence.

Each generation comes of age to face its
own struggle. The world, it seems, is not
meant to be a comfortable place. It is always
in turmoil, and to think otherwise is an
illusion. 

All that has changed lately is that current
world events have brought its instability into
sharp focus, particularly in North America.
Life here on earth is transient. To pretend

Each generation comes of age to face its own
struggle. The world, it seems, is not meant to be
a comfortable place. It is always in turmoil, and
to think otherwise is an illusion.
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otherwise is a delusion, one which many
people attempt to perpetuate until the
end of their lives. As the writer William
Saroyan said on his deathbed:
“Everybody has got to die, but I always
believed an exception would be made in
my case.” If I needed a reminder of my
mortality, it came from my
granddaughter on our trip as we spoke
about her future including her hope that
Derek and I would he around when she
gets married and has babies. A quick
mathematical calculation did not come
up with very favourable odds!

In Sutra II-3, Patanjali cites five klesas
or afflictions which disturb the
equilibrium of consciousness. One of
them is abhinivesah or clinging to life.
The others are avidya (ignorance), asmita
(egoism), raga (attraction) and dvesa
(repulsion). Avidya or ignorance, so he
says, is the source of all the others. 

Years ago I saw a film, made by the
BBC where the South African author
Laurens Van der Post was talking to Carl
Jung towards the end of Jung’s life. In
fact he died a few weeks after this film
was made. There is a moment imprinted
on my memory where Van der Post asks
Jung if he believes in God. Jung pauses
before answering and a beatific smile
transforms his face as he looks up,
shaking his head gently from side to side,
and says, “No! No! I don’t believe.” After
another pause, he looks up and says, “I
know.” At that moment I knew he knew,

and hoped that by the time I reached the
end of my life I would be able to say that
with the same conviction as Jung.

It is no accident that the pose which
ends our asana practice is called savasana,
corpse pose. Unless we come to terms
with our mortality, we cannot live a full
life. How many people when sick unto
death are still talking about “when I get
better”? How many people faced with a
life threatening illness are so busy
reassuring themselves that they are going
to beat it that they are unable to focus on
the current threat and how to approach
that? Swami Radha used to say that when
someone suffering from a critical illness
came to her for spiritual counseling, she
asked them to review their life and
consider why it should be spared and
what changes they would be prepared to
make if it were. At the same time they
must face the possibility of their death,
perhaps sooner rather than later. When
sick or in any crisis, first we have to be
fully in the present moment. This is what
crises teach us–immediacy. 

On one of my trips to Pune I was
caught in the middle of a mass protest
when the mob became violent and began
throwing rocks, wrecking cars and
everything else in their path. Afterwards
many people said, “You must have been
scared,” but I wasn’t. I was too busy
deciding what to do and then doing it. 
If I told them this, they would then say,
“I expect you felt it afterwards,” meaning

my fear. But that was not true either.
Afterwards what I felt was pleased at my
presence of mind, ability to act sensibly
and quickly. This is far from unique.
Many people have spoken to me about
how they are able to cope with the most
dreadful situations when their mind stays
in the present. There are always options,
albeit somewhat limited at times.

One of the primary choices we have
to make is to live life as a warrior, not
courting danger but not hiding from it
either; or as a wimp, trying to play it safe
which is never successful. Clinging to life
only devalues it: eventually our grip is
prised loose.

Sometimes in the midst of a crisis, 
it is possible to see incidents or signs
pointing toward this crisis which we have
ignored. If our ignorance prevented us
from foresight, at least with hindsight we
can reflect on what happened and
learn—ignorant no longer.

The primary purpose of the practice
of yoga is to remove our ignorance. It is
from ignorance that we identify with our
body and its appearance, our mind and
its achievements, our job, our status in
society, our roles in the family and all the
external paraphernalia we acquire in life
on earth. All of this is fleeting. While we
need our body to journey through this
life, it is not who we really are. Neither is
the mind. We are just confused about
that. In the words of a vedic prayer, we
confuse the unreal for the real, darkness

bursaries 
Members’ Scholarships 

are available for all long
workshops and intensives.

Please apply in writing prior to the workshop you are interested in.

Scholarship applications for Weekend Workshops are due one month prior 
to the workshop. Scholarships for Special Events and Intensives are due 
two months before the event.

Student Bursaries are available to all students presently enrolled in classes. 
To subsidize your term fees please apply three weeks prior to term.

Applications and details for both are available at the reception desk.

Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria
202-919 Fort Street, Victoria, B.C. V8V 3K3

(250) 386-YOGA (9642)

&scholarships
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for light and death for immortality. Until
this transformation is complete, while
even a vestige of ignorance remains, we
need to keep practising. For this practice
we require the body and the mind. When
we practise in a spirit of devotion, with
sincerity and humility, the body and
mind become spiritual tools. For this
purpose they are invaluable and, like all
tools, must be treated with care and
respect so that they last as long as we
have need of them. In this regard we have
to hone our skills, requiring more
practice.

According to Patanjali, this false
identification lies at the heart of all pain
and sorrow. Ignorance may exist in us in
an attenuated or dormant form, it may
be hidden or fully active.

In all these forms, ignorance has been
visibly abroad in the world in the last
little while. Perhaps it always is, and it’s
just that I am often sheltered from this
knowledge, or practising denial. From
observation of the world at large and
direct involvement in my particular

corner, it is a disturbing time. What
clarity I have been able to achieve, comes
out of the years of practice behind me
which direct me towards actions which
will lessen the disturbance. Otherwise
they may either aggravate it, or bury the
problem to arise at another time.

We speak of practising yoga, not
doing or performing yoga. It is a lifelong
practice. Jung practised a form of yoga
(whether he called it that or not) which
removed his ignorance on one of life’s
most significant issues. There was not a
shred of doubt, which is another of life’s
obstacles, in him.

Years ago I was present at a series of
discourses by Swami Venketesananda, a
disciple of Swami Sivananda Saraswati.
He was speaking about the benefits of
mantra yoga.

“Why,” asked someone, “do you 
have to repeat a mantra?” Swami
Venketesananda quickly replied, “You
don’t, if it works the first time!”

Whatever form of yoga we practise,
we must continue until we are

completely transformed so that ignorance
and all its manifestations have no place
within us to reside. Since I began yoga
over thirty years ago, many changes have
taken place. It is almost as if I have lived
several lives in this one. Many things
which were common nature to me before
are now inconceivable, but I am
reminded from time to time that other
undesirable and harmful traits still exist
when they re-emerge, sometimes bursting
out on the scene unexpectedly.

Guruji once asked me, “Can there be
such a thing as partial truth?”, and then
supplied the answer himself: “No!” Until
such time as I know the entire truth my
practice of yoga will continue in this life
or others. Om namah Sivaya 

REPRINTED FROM VICTORIA YOGA CENTRE

NEWSLETTER, MAY-JUNE 2003

Student
Intensive Learn how to establish and deepen your practice.

Prerequisite: Level 2 Iyengar Yoga experience

Lauren and Ty are certified Iyengar Yoga teachers 
who bring enthusiasm, dedication and humor to this five-
day intensive. There will be two hours of asana including
yoga kurunta, a timed practice, an introduction to
pranayama and philosophical and spiritual discussions.

Fees: $235.00 + GST for IYCV members
$260.00 + GST for non-members

To register, drop in or phone the 
Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria:
202-919 Fort Street, Victoria, B.C. V8V 3K3
(250) 386-YOGA (9642)
www.iyengaryogacentre.ca

Refunds will be offered only if your space can be filled and 
are subject to a $50 cancellation fee.

With Lauren Cox and Ty Chandler
September 3 - 7, 2007, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm

Practice (abhyasa) is the art 
of learning that which has to be
learned through the cultivation
of disciplined action.

Practice is a generative force 
of transformation or progress 
in yoga.

– B.K.S. Iyengar
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by Jane Munro

Females tend to go away from their own
nature by working too strongly.
…Donkey work is to come back to 
our own nature. Yoga does this. 

A
s Ann Kilbertus put it,
“Women Working Wisely”
doesn’t mean lying around on a
bolster. Although she had

everyone using straps and blocks, walls
and chairs, mats, blankets and bolsters
during her three-hour workshop, the
props were there to help each woman
discover and then maintain correct
structural alignment—her own proper
way of working wisely—and not as
cushions for relaxation. 

The workshop started with a short
discussion. During it, Ann laid out some
basic principles and talked about her
own journey. She’d been thinking of
doing something like this for years. At
first, she’d liked the idea of calling it
“The Dance” because she loves dance
and also because women practicing yoga
dance with the different stages of their
lives and the changing needs of their
bodies. Marion Woodman, a Jungian
analyst, talks about the Virgin, the
Mother, and the Crone (derived from
“crown”). Geeta Iyengar identifies three
transformative events in a woman’s life,
each of which affects her practice:
puberty (and menstruation), pregnancy
(and childbirth), menopause (and
aging). It turned out that our group
included representatives from five
decades, twenties to sixties. We talked
about how women who learn to modify
their practice in a dance with their

menstrual cycles refine their body’s
intelligence and become more sensitive
to their physical and emotional needs. 

This sensitivity is the kind of
wisdom Ann’s had to learn. The fact
that she recently earned her Senior
Intermediate 1 certification, making her
one of Canada’s most highly qualified
Iyengar yoga teachers, astonishes and
humbles her. About two years ago, she
underwent major abdominal surgery.
Recovery was slow and painful. She had
to unpack what she thought she knew
about yoga and begin again with the
basics. This took patience—none of
what Geeta calls, “working too
strongly.” Rebuilding her practice was
donkey work, tedious and mundane—
one careful step after another, not
straying from the rocky trail, carrying
her load, working her way up a
mountain. Ann’s advice is that, no
matter what asana a woman may be
doing, she needs to relax all three of her
“diaphragms”—to keep her throat soft,
her diaphragm wide, and the lower

abdomen relaxed. “What’s happening 
to your throat?” she’d ask. 

We used a belt—strapped around
the top of the upper thigh of the
forward leg, its tail tugged firmly
towards the sacrum with the opposite
hand—to pull the lower hip into its
proper place for Trikonasana. When a
sway back tilts an abdomen forward, it
sags out of its pelvic basin like a mound
of bread dough about to roll out of a
tipped bowl. By getting the hips lined
up on the same plane, the pelvis,
although angled sideways, still supports
the abdomen and its inner organs. 

“Ardha Chandrasana is a gift to
women,” Ann said, demonstrating it
against a wall where she could show how
to roll the upper hip over a fist pressed
between the wall and the sacrum to
draw the buttocks away from the waist
and the standing leg’s hip in to the
body.

Adho Mukha Svanasana done with
heels at the wall (and later, on wooden
blocks) provided another chance to
elongate sagging spines so they would
support the abdomen, even though it
was facing down. “Sticking the front
ribs out,” Ann said, “leaves the abdomen
unsupported, so see that the ribs, when
viewed from the side, are doing
Tadasana. Then the abdomen can soften
and recede.”

From standing poses to backbends,
from Baddha Konasana (which Ann
advised us to do for five to ten minutes
daily) to a twist, from inversions
(headstand with a block between our
thighs and a five-pose sequence in the
shoulder stand cycle) to Savasana—the
afternoon sped by. “Geeta calls this
yogic therapy instead of hormone

Women Working Wisely Workshop
with Ann Kilbertus, March 17, 2007

Niralamba Sarvangasana
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replacement therapy,” Ann reported. As
the workshop ended, several of us asked
her if she’d offer a follow-up, even carry
her theme through a mini-series.

We get stuck in our misalignments.
Correcting the way we stand and move
and do asanas—learning to work
wisely—does take donkey work. We need
help to recognize that what’s familiar may
actually be damaging. 
Not just to our physical bodies. If we
straighten up, ease up, and provide our
organs with the support they need, won’t
we also feel less vulnerable, less anxious,
and more confident? Will we discover
ourselves moving with juicy freedom 
and easy strength? Yoga gives us hope—
the hope that “the pains which are yet 
to come can be and are to be avoided”
(heyam duhkham anagatam).We left the
workshop feeling it was possible, through
our own persistent efforts, to change
ourselves. Ann says, “it’s my life’s work.”

“Geeta calls this yogic therapy instead of hormone
replacement therapy,” Ann reported.

Ann demonstrates Savasana using bolster and blanket to relax the abdomen.

Fees: $190 + GST members
$210 + GST non-members

Registration opens October 22, 2007 for IYCV members, 
October 29, 2007 for non-members. 

To register, drop in or phone Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria 
202- 919 Fort Street, Victoria, B.C.  V8V 3K3
250 386-YOGA (9642)  
www.iyengaryogacentre.ca

Refunds will be offered only if your space can be filled and are 
subject to a $50.00 cancellation fee.

An Intermediate Workshop

with Shirley Daventry French

For level 3 and 4 students and level 2 students
who have completed at least 2 terms

IYENGAR YOGA CENTRE OF VICTORIA 
PRESENTS

Friday, January 18, 2008, 6:30 - 8:30 pm

Saturday, January 19, 2008, 11:00 am - 2:00 pm, 3:30 - 5:30 pm

Sunday, January 20, 2008, 12:00 noon - 3:00 pm

Shirley is a direct student of B.K.S. Iyengar. Since her first visit 
to Pune in 1979, she has returned regularly for further study.

The founder of the Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria, Shirley has
been the driving force in making the Victoria Iyengar Yoga
community one of the strongest and most viable in Canada.
Students from across Canada and around the world have studied
with her. In this special weekend, students have the opportunity
to learn from her in a workshop setting.

TheHeart 
ofYoga

January 18 - 20, 2008



A
sk any Iyengar Yoga student on
what makes them different from
any other yoga practitioner?
They will promptly list out their

“attributes.” These would include their
“ability” to sequence asanas, stay in the
asanas for prolonged duration of time,
emphasis on alignment and of course the
use of props. Props and “Iyengar Yoga”
seem to go hand in hand. But how many
of us really understand why and how we
use the props? We may have attained
many experiences but we have not been
able to “grasp” or catch these experiences.

The way we use the prop, what we
learn from it and what we apply from this
learning will depend upon our calibre
and the hierarchy in our practice. A
disabled patient would be using the prop
as a crutch while Guruji would be using
the same prop to reach the innermost
depth of his own self.

A prop as a crutch: Today hundreds 
of thousands of patients with problems
ranging from slipped disc, arthritis, 
cervical spondylitis to heart ailments 
and hypertension have benefited from the
practice of Iyengar Yoga. A belt, a rope,a
crepe bandage, a block are their life-
support systems. Most of these patients
would never have benefited from the
practice of the classical yoga asanas as they
would never have been able to do them if
not for the props. Ask a patient with

cervical spondylitis to roll the trapezium
muscles back. Even if they know the
anatomical position of the muscle they
have no access to it. Adjust the rope
around their back of the neck for
“traction” and observe the sigh of relief
on their face.

Ask a heart patient to open the chest
and see the difference when one places a
block behind the chest as in Sharapan-
jarasana. Medicines can keep people
living but yoga props give one life. But,
we need to grow beyond the use of these
props as crutches. After all, a critically ill
patient is weaned off the ventilator as he
starts improving! 

A prop to annihilate fear: Fear can
devastate an individual but a prop can
Help one overcome fear. Abhinivesa is
literally translated as clinging to life or as
fear of death. In our practice, it is the fear

of losing our balance or fear of falling. It
is one of the impediments, an obstacle in
our practice. How many of us would
have managed to learn Sirsasana if we
never had the wall behind us? How many
of us who are stiff and heavy would have
learned Sarvangasana if not for the chair?
Fear also impedes our progress. When we
are doing the asana independently, there
is always a spot, an area, a region where
we “cling on to” for the fear of falling.
For example, while doing Virabhadrasana
III, we tend to be on the outer heel and
outer ankle of the foot, which is on the
floor and we have this “false notion” that
it is giving us stability. In reality, it is the
outer portion of the back of the heel,
which brings in stability. When we use
support for our arms, the weight on the
heel of the bottom leg automatically
shifts towards the back of the heel and
stability sets in. Thus, we need to identify
the region where fear is holding us back
in each pose. Observe what changes are
brought about in this abhinivesic region
when we use props and then try to
imitate that action when we perform the
asana independently.

A prop brings in physical and mental
stability: Guruji has often said, “Asana
is not motion but coordinated and
harmonious actions.” However, the more
difficult the physical positioning of the
body in an asana, the more physically
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Why Do We Use Props?
Props are an integral part of practice for Iyengar Yoga students. 

However, we have to evolve in our understanding on the use of the props. 
This concept was clearly demonstrated by Guruji during his presentation and 
later articulated by Prashantji during his explanation. This article has been 

composed on the basis of the learning during these celebrations.

A prop is a prop 
when it is no longer a prop.

– Prashant S. Iyengar



unstable we are. We are constantly
moving and therefore fail to experience
the asana. The props serve as a support to
help us stay for a longer duration in an
asana and therefore experience the
transformations the asana brings about. 
I wonder how many of us would be able
to stay for 7-10 minutes in Viparita
Dandasana independently. We may use
our will power but along with that we
may be using our lips and jaws too! But,
it is common for most of the ‘Iyengar
Yoga” students to be doing Viparita
Dandasana for 7-10 minutes on a chair.
In fact, many of us look forward to the
freshness and coolness of mind that
Viparita Dandasana brings us, especially
when our head is also supported by a
bolster.

It is very difficult to keep the
consciousness (especially the mind) in 
a stable state even if we do manage to 
“stabilise” and balance ourselves
physically in an asana. The citta bhumi
constantly wanders and is in the ksipta
(distracted) or viksipta (alternating,
scattered) state. Under the instructions 
of a teacher in class, we may be better
focused (but the instructions of a teacher
are also a prop!). But, it takes just a split
second for the consciousness to wander
especially when we are performing the
asana independently. The use of props
aids the citta bhumi to be in an ekagra
(one pointed state) for a longer duration 
of time.

A prop aids in bringing humility: 
I wonder if any of us would have realised
this but whenever we use a prop for any
of the asanas, we automatically start to
involute and introspect. Thus, there is no
space for pride. Sage Patanjall has very
clearly said that progress in our practice
of asana leads us either towards apavarga 
(freedom) or bhoga (pleasure). Many of
our neo-yogis can fall from the grace of
yoga because of pride of “achievement.”
The use of props ensures that there is no
room for pride and the practitioner

retains humility, which should be one of
the most important tenets for a
practitioner.

A prop to objectify the brain: As has
been explained in the previous issue 
of Yoga Rahasya (YR 10.4; pg. 40), we
tend to use our heads much more than
our senses. We tend to work and direct
with the brain rather than spread our
intelligence across the entire body. The
brain continues being a subject—directing
the rest of the body all the time. When
does the brain get a chance to rest? When
does the brain get a chance to feel the
quietness and tranquility? Even if we are
doing a “relaxing pose” like Savasana—the
brain directs the body on how to rest. The
only time that a brain can be objectified by
even a beginner is when they are using the
props. The thoughts cease naturally. For
example, when we are doing Sirsasana on
the rope, the brain becomes totally quiet.
This quietness is not dullness but an active
passivity! This objectification of the brain
also happens when our head is rested on a
bolster in Adho Mukha Svanasana. We are
more stable, quieter and we can stay
longer than we can independently.

That is the reason that when asanas
are done prior to a pranayama practice, we
perform many of the asanas with our head
rested. This prepares our brain for the
active passivity necessary for pranyama.

A prop brings in the feeling of
lightness: In the 43rd sutra of the 
Vibhuti Pada, Sage Patanjali says that an
accomplished yogi attains lightness in the
body and he is even able to levitate. This
sutra clearly gives us a clue as to what we
should aim for in our practice of asanas.
We all “enjoy” the asana when the body
feels light. That is exactly what the props
do. For example, when Ardha Candrasana

is performed with the support of the
tressler and the lifted hand is used to
revolve the chest, the chest opens. We are
able to take in the cosmic energy as the
chest opens. Thus, we never feel the
fatigue but instead feel light and
energised by the asana.

A prop develops sensitivity in the 
practitioner: As beginners, we start asana
practice through the gross body. We tend
to use only the muscular body but as we
continue, we need to attain the sensitivity
to feel the asana through the skin and the
senses. The prop aids in developing the
sensitivity. For example, when we are
performing standing asanas against a
tressler, we can learn what the source of
action is. Once we make any particular
action we can study the range of its
effects. Sparsa, contact, is an important
component of practice. Sensitivity
develops when we have some external
contact and that is how the props guide
us. It is for us to use this sensitivity to
trigger our intelligence. The props give us
a spark of light but we fail to catch it. For
example, when we are doing Ardha
Candrasana, the leg on which we stand
tends to become shorter. The moment we
perform the same asana with the tressler,
it automatically becomes longer. It is for
us to “catch” what the prop does to us. In
Sarvangasana, the frontal thighs tend to
collapse if we stay longer in the asana and
they feel very fatigued. But, if we loosely
tie a belt around the bottom calves and
move the legs outwards to touch the belt,
we will observe that the frontal thigh
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When does the brain get a chance to rest? 
When does the brain get a chance to 
feel the quietness and tranquility? 
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muscles naturally recede towards the
bone and there is no fatigue in the thigh
muscles. So we have to study what the
props do to make us perform the asana
with greater ease. Their use sparks our
intelligence. We have to “catch” these
sparks and clues that we get with the
props. We should then try to incorporate
them while performing the asanas
independently.

The props help to adjust the pranas in
our system: The prana vayus are the life
force in our system. We are comfortable
in any asana as long as these vayus (vital
energy) are balanced. For example, when
the udana sthana is tensed or udana vayu
overused, the throat and along with it the

brain feels choked. Many beginners often
tend to unknowingly block or grip the
udana sthana while doing the asanas
especially the twisting asanas and also in
sitting pranayama. Such practice can be
harmful to the practitioner. The use of
props automatically adjusts the prana
vayus in our system. For example, vayana
naturally drops while doing Savasana on
the floor. The vayana pervades the entire
system and can be observed on the lateral
sides of the chest. But, the vayana
naturally lifts when a bolster or pillow is
used to vertically support the spine in
Savasana. In Urdhva Mukha Svanasana, the
samana (one of the vital energies located
around the abdomen) and the vayana tend
to drop. However, when Urdva Mukha

Svanasana is performed with the palms on
a chair or a Viparita Dandasana bench then
the samana and vayana both get lifted and
we feel lighter and energised.

We should not always use a prop as a
crutch or a sofa to flop ourselves on! 
We should be very clear in our minds 
as to why we are using a prop for a 
particular asana on a specific day. We
should use the prop to trigger our
intelligence and generate life in our
practices just as Bheesma Pitamah used
the bed of arrows to trigger his
intelligence and keep himself alive! 

Reprinted with permission from Yoga
Rahasya, Vol. 11, No. 11; 2004

Teacher Training and 
Junior Intermediate Workshop 

FOR LEVELS 3 & 4 STUDENTS
WITH CHRIS SAUDEK  | NOVEMBER 16 - 18, 2007

Teacher Training 
Fri. 9 :00 am - 12:00 pm, 3:00 - 6 :00 pm

Times subject to change

Open to all certified Iyengar yoga teachers, 
or those in Iyengar yoga teacher training programs.

A devoted student of the Iyengars for more
than 20 years, Chris studied extensively at
the Ramamani Iyengar Memorial Yoga
Institute in Pune. Her training as a physical
therapist gave her valuable background for
her study of yoga. She is a precise and
disciplined, caring and innovative teacher.
Chris is the director of the Yoga Place in La
Crosse, Wisconsin and is certified as a Senior
Intermediate teacher of the Iyengar
method.

Note: Chris will be teaching an extended Level 4
class Monday, November 19, 2007, 4:30-7:30 pm
(times to be confirmed). Open to Level 4
students only. There is a nominal surcharge 
for students registered in the Level 4 class.

To register, drop in to or
phone the Iyengar Yoga

Centre of Victoria, 
202-919 Fort Street,

Victoria, B.C. V8V 3K3

(250) 386-YOGA (9642)
www.iyengaryogacentre.ca

Junior Intermediate Workshop
Sat. 10:30 am - 1:30 pm, 4:00 pm - 6:30 pm

Sun. 10:30 am - 1:30 pm, 4:00 pm - 6:00 pm 

Times subject to change.

Open to Level 3 & 4 students able to hold headstand
and shoulderstand for 5 minutes or more.

IYCV MEMBERS FEES:
$340.00 + GST Teacher Training and Workshop
$220.00 + GST Workshop 

NON-MEMBER FEES:
$375.00 + GST Teacher Training and Workshop 
$240.00 +GST Workshop for non-members

Fees subject to change.

REGISTRATION OPENS:
August 29, 2007 for IYCV members
September 5, 2007 for non-members

Refunds will be offered only if your space can be filled 
and are subject to a $50.00 cancellation fee. 



By Caren Liedtke

I
n her May/June dispatch from
India, Athena George wrote:
“I’m afraid of stern words,
corrective blows, advanced

poses, long holds, and confusing
accents.” That’s exactly right, I
thought. That’s how I felt in the
weeks preceding the four day
workshop with Faeq Biria in
May.

My main spiritual path 
is one of mediation. I have
attended numerous meditation
retreats over the years, both
long and short, group and
solitary. I’ve heard it said that
the program begins, not on the
day of arrival, but on the day
of registration, which may be
many months before the
program actually starts. Once you’ve
committed yourself, your ego, sensing
the impending threat, intensifies.
Emotional and neurotic upheavals are
common. These seem to act as proof to
your friends and family that your
spiritual practice doesn’t work, that you
are becoming more of a mess, not less.
But practitioners, take heed. The
upheavals actually suggest the opposite—
the path is a genuine one and
transformation is taking place.

Registration for the workshop with
Faeq was no exception. After the act was
completed, my neurotic mind went into
high gear. Like Athena, I was afraid. I
worried. Incessantly. 

Yoga is not my main practice. I go to
class once a week to keep a pesky back in
check so I can enjoy my life, and
meditate with some degree of ease and
comfort. Not being an advanced or
regular practitioner, I questioned the
wisdom of attending the workshop. 

I worried that I didn’t belong, that 
I wouldn’t be able to handle it, that I
would drag the level of the group down,
that I shouldn’t have taken the spot a
more worthy candidate could be using. 

As I have been taught, the movements
of the mind are not a problem. Close
identification with them is. The practice is
to watch the mind. Worrying incessantly
about whether I’m going to be able to
handle the workshop is not a problem.
My constant verbalization of it is
(especially for my poor husband). But
even the verbalization is not really a
problem, either. It’s another chance to see
how I try to get rid of uncomfortable
energy. 

For me, one of the great gifts of
attending a program with a seasoned
practitioner is being able to be practice in

their mind space. As Faeq took
command of the room and
began to teach, the mental
agitation I had been feeling
drained away. It did return
periodically, and when it did I
would physically slacken off
the pose and withdraw into the
neurosis.
I noticed that this made
matters worse. The tightening
in my mind was reflected in
my body. It hurt more, not
less. When I made an effort to
just follow the instructions as
they were given, it made the
moment more bearable, the
pose more doable. I felt Faeq’s
mind carrying me through,
moment to moment, holding
my mind to the task at hand.
Holding my mind to the

upper thigh or the inner knee. My job
was to meet his mind there as much as I
could. To open and relax and let the
imprint be made as much as possible. 

In the weeks leading up to the
weekend, I had worried so much, so very
much. Then, before I knew it, it was over.

On the final afternoon, after Faeq had
been thanked for all the work he had
done with us, he said that it is one thing
to come in and impress students during a
workshop, but it is another thing to teach
the same group of students week in and
week out, year after year, and that the real
thanks should go to Shirley. This is a
thanks I would extend to the other yoga
teachers in Victoria, and to yoga teachers
everywhere who do the work diligently
and consistently to little fanfare and small
monetary recompense. 

Teachers are essential and deserve 
our gratitude. Everyone needs a teacher.
One can easily go off course without
one. But, as Faeq reminded us during 
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Faeq instructs class in twisting gomukhasana
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“What’s the hardest pose?” 
students sometimes ask.

Fear of Faeq: Watching the Mind
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the workshop, I think during a moment
of frustration at our inability to follow
even the most simple instructions, a
teacher can only teach to the level of the
students. A teacher’s efforts are of limited
use if the student doesn’t practice. 

As I finish this article, it’s mid-July.
The workshop with Faeq is long over, a
fast fading memory. A dream. A ghost.
The meditation teacher I work with
often admonishes us, his students, not to
coast on memory, the memory of
insight, the memory of programs. Any
insights gained need to be cultivated and
stabilized through regular practice. It’s a
wonderful thing to practice in the mind
space of a seasoned practitioner like
Faeq, but the whole point is to get a taste
of what is possible, available to me
through regular and sustained practice. 

“What’s the hardest pose?” students
sometimes ask. The punchline is: The

first one, although if you’ve practiced
much, it’s not funny. It’s true. After the
most wonderful and inspiring workshop
in the world, it’s still a matter of waking
up the next morning and getting to the
mat, or for me, the meditation cushion,
and taking advantage of this day, this
moment.

I would like to thank Faeq for
coming to Victoria, and for his
seemingly bottomless energy and
generosity. It was an amazing four days.
I’m very grateful for the opportunity to
have worked with you.

CAREN LIEDTKE AND HER HUSBAND, 

NEIL MCKINLAY, HAVE BEEN WORKING 

WITH SENIOR MEDITATION TEACHER DR. 

REGGIE RAY, WHO IS BASED IN CRESTONE,

COLORADO, SINCE 1999.

$25 – Donations welcome!

To register, drop in or phone 
Iyengar Yoga Centre of  Victoria
202 - 919 Fort Street, Victoria, B.C.
(250) 386-YOGA (9642) 
www.iyengaryogacentre.ca

In the Light 
of Yoga

Refunds will be offered only if  your
space can be filled and are subject to 
a $10 cancellation fee.

All proceeds from this workshop go to
the B.K.S. Iyengar Scholarship Fund
which assists teachers, training teachers
and committed students to attend
classes at the institute in Pune.

Come celebrate the 89th birthday of Yogacharya B.K.S. Iyengar 
at this special benefit workshop.

Friday, December 14, 2007, 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm

• Kids Yoga demonstration organized by Ty Chandler
• Asanas lead by Ann Kilbertus
• Refreshemts to be served

Short
WORKSHOP

Winter Solstice 
Workshop 

With Ty Chandler

Thursday, December 21 
6:00 - 8:00 pm

Friday, December 22 
6:00 - 8:00 pm

Fees: 
$60 + GST for IYCV members 
$66 + GST for non-members

Refunds will be offered only 
if your space can be filled 

and are subject to a 
$10.00 cancellation fee.

Come to the 
Friday Night
Gathering

Friday, October 19, 2007 
6:30 pm 

Everybody is welcome to join us.

Bring a friend, your partner, 
or a family member. 

Asasna Practice 6:30 pm followed 
by potluck dinner 7:30 pm. 

Please bring a vegetarian dish to share.

By donation,
free to members.



Why do you like yoga?
• Yoga is a wonderful experience. It is scary at

times, but mostly relaxing and stretching. I like
yoga because it is a powerful way of getting
further in life and experiencing satisfiedness.

• I like yoga because it stretches your body very
nicely and it is really fun. I also have a great
teacher and she is lots of fun. Yoga also calms
you down.

• Yoga makes me feel good. You should see the
smile on my face after a yoga class. Even if I am
exhausted I can’t help beaming. I get caught in
my mind sometimes. Yoga helps me come out
of that. I like yoga because it helps me see the
world, and myself, in a new light.

• I like yoga because it makes me think about my
spiritual direction. It makes me move in
different directions. It helps me to meditate on
my character and personality, even
unknowingly.

• I like yoga because it makes you feel calm and
relaxed. I think that yoga is good for your
flexibility and health.

• I like how when you are finished you feel
refreshed and like when you finished something
and felt good about yourself. I also like how the
poses are timed and done.

Who is our Guru?
• Our Guru is B.K.S. Iyengar or Mr. Iyengar.

Where does he live?
• He lives in India but travels around the world.

How much should I practice?
• Once a day for an hour and do savasana after.

• I should practice daily. The more you do the
better you are. I will work to do this.

• …as much as possible?…as much as I feel I
should…as much as I can, when I can.

• You should practice as many times until you
know that you’re good at it.

• I should practice at least an hour or thirty to
forty-five minutes.

• Somebody should practice as much as their
body feels like or wants to.

What should I always do in 
my practice?
• The poses that should always be in my practice

are: surya namaskar (sun salutations), savasana,
and an upside down pose like sirsasana.

• You should always practice savasana…any pose
that fits your mood.

• …Downward dog, headstand, shoulder stand
and lotus.

• …Savasana, sarvangasana, sirsasana…poses you
don’t like or poses that you are not good at.
Poses for my balance and abdominal strength.

• You should practice corpse pose at the end of
your practice. 

Why is it bad to eat before
class?
• It’s bad to eat before practice because you’ll get

either nausea or cramps. Maybe food interferes
with spirit.

• You will not be able to stretch properly.

• I don’t know why it’s bad to eat before practice
but I think practice disrupts digestion or maybe
digestion disrupts practice.

• Your energy is put into digestion rather than
doing yoga.

• You will get a cramp and a stomach ache.
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Ty’s Yoga Kids
Ty Chandler teaches a Kids’
Yoga class every Friday. 
Her students, including 
Cleo, Katie A., Fraya,
Michael, Breeanna, and
Katie H., were asked to
respond to the following
questions. (Some of the
answers have been edited.)

Yoga makes me feel good. 
You shouldsee the smile on my face 
after a yoga class. Even if I am 
exhausted I can’t help beaming. 
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Fees: 
$76 + GST IYCV members
$80 + GST non-members

Registration opens: 
Oct. 17, 2007 for IYCV members 
Oct. 22, 2007 for non-members

To register, drop in to or phone the 
Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria
202-919 Fort Street
Victoria, B.C. V8V 3K3
(250) 386-YOGA (9642)
www.iyengaryogacentre.ca

Refunds will be offered only if your space can be filled
and are subject to a $10.00 cancellation fee.

with Corrine Lowen
December 17 - 21, 2007

6:30 - 8:00 am daily

Sadhana
“At winter solstice the light begins to
lengthen again. Invite the light into your life
with five days of morning yoga; a gift of
peace for your body, mind and spirit.”

Gabriella
Gubliaro
WORKSHOP

March 23 - 25, 2008

Sunday, 
Asana 10:00 am - 1:00 pm, 

2:30 pm - 5:30 pm

Monday, 
Pranayama 8:30 am - 9:30 am

Asana 10:00 am - 1:00 pm,
2:30 pm - 5:30 pm

Tuesday, 
Asana 10:00 am - 1:00 pm, 

2:30 pm - 5:30 pm

Fees: 
$399.00 + GST IYCV members
$439.00 + GST non members

Registration opens: 
February 3, 2008

for IYCV members,
February 10, 2008 
for non-members

To register, drop in to or phone the

Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria

202-919 Fort Street

Victoria, B.C. V8V 3K3

(205)386-YOGA (9642)

www.iyengaryogacentre.ca

Refunds will be offered only if 

your space can be filled and 

are subject to a $50.00 

cancellation fee.

Who is Patanjali?
• Patanjali is a yoga god that we follow in our regular chant. He has a story.

• He is one of the people you do sun salutations to.

• Patanjali is the great sage, the codifier of yoga, and the black statue at the front 
of the classroom.

• He is the inventor of yoga.

• Patanjali is a yoga guru. 

What is the name of the song we sing at the beginning
of class?
• We chant, “The Chant to Patanjali.”

• It is the prayer song.

• It is the invocation, though it likely has a sanskrit name.

What is the goal of yoga?
• The goal is to quiet the mind and become still and in touch with the universe

beyond the consciousness.

• The goal of yoga is to become more calm and respecting of other people.

• …to stretch your muscles and to heal yourself in many ways.

• The goal of yoga is to connect mind, body and spirit. 
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Notes from my Pune Visit,
December 2006
by Leslie Hogya

T
his past December, I attended classes at the Ramamani Iyengar Memorial Yoga
Institute in Pune. Guruji’s energy appeared boundless! He helped teach the
women’s class with his daughter, Sunita, on Wednesday mornings; practiced
hours a day; spent afternoons in the library; and often appeared in medical

classes to teach. 
What follows are snippets from my notes.

• Guruji used the sun as a metaphor in many of his formal and informal talks.
In a class on December 6th, he spoke about meditation this way: “When the sun is
setting, its rays…diffuse; they start to disappear. This is what happens when you (the
students) meditate. My meditation is like the rays of the sun when it is up full in the
sky, where there are no clouds. Then the rays of the sun shine… everywhere, (even) 
to the perimeter.”

• Guruji gave an opening address at an evening event at the Yogananda society
(Yogananda–author of Autobiography of a Yogi ). 

In it, Guruji talked about the breath. “When you inhale, it is Bhrama (creator). Breath
you hold is Vishnu (preserver). Exhalation is Shiva (Maheshvara, destroyer of obstacles).”
Then he spoke of the breath in relation to devotion. Bhakti is the path of devotion. He
talked about Tapas and purifying ingredients of the body. “Body-mind is transformed
to a satvic state by the breath. As we inhale, the body becomes the vehicle to the atma
(soul). Exhale (and the) breath comes out, which allows cosmic breath to come in.
Then, the inner layer of soul comes up to (the) inner surface of the skin.”

• Ukti is skillfulness in action, or the union of jnana (intelligence) and bhakti (devotion).
“Do skillful action. All yoga is one. Yoga practice takes you to the top and develops
body consciousness. This lets you climb Mt. Everest—the pinnacle!”
“When we practice we understand jnana (intelligence) of body. Then the container
reaches to atma (soul).” Again, he used the metaphor of the sun: “The midday sun
reaches the earth evenly if clouds are not there. If there is a defect (like clouds), the rays
don’t reach the container of the soul.”

• Dec 14th–Guruji’s birthday.
When we came in, the entire hall was decorated with flower garlands, especially around
the Patanjali statue. Guruji thanked Chandra for the decorations and then he said:
“Each asana is like a garland of flowers wrapped around the soul.” Here also he talked

Each asana is like a garland of flowers
wrapped around the soul.

Karen Major, Leslie Hogya and Louie
Ettling sitting beside the decorations for
Mr. Iyengar's eighty-eighth birthday.
(We represented Canada for these
birthday festivities.)

A statue of Patanjali decorated for 
Mr. Iyengar’s eighty-eighth birthday.
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about the sun penetrating to the very edge of the body. “The rays
touching the entire perimeter; this is how we must practice.”
One of the joys of having visited Pune seven times is that I have
met and keep in touch with several Indian families. 
My landlord was a well known artist and writer in Pune, 
Ravi Paranjape. He wrote an award-winning book and I was
privileged to attend the book launch and reception. 
Other Pune friends invited me to their son's wedding breakfast
following the civil ceremony, where the family shared much joy
and laughter along with a delicious feast. 
On my birthday, I was treated to divine sitar music—a private
and spontaneous concert that happened quite by chance. 

Sharing experiences with Karin Major and Louie Ettling helped
ease the stress of the long distances we had to travel to reach
India. Once there, I enjoyed spending time with my roommate
from France, Isabel, with Chris Saudek, and with other new
friends from around the world. 
It was a truly memorable trip filled with all these friends and
special events. The richness of Geeta’s teaching, the kindness
and generosity of the Indian people, Prashant’s talks, and
Guruji’s lectures created a year's worth of memories packed into
31 days! Many, many thanks to Guruji, to the Institute, and to
all the Iyengar family for carrying on, for teaching us all. 

Refunds will be offered only if your space
can be filled and are subject to a $30.00 
cancellation fee.

Registration opens: 
May 28, 2007 for IYCV members, 
June 4, 2007 for non-members

To register, drop in to or phone 

the Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria.

202-919 Fort Street, Victoria, B.C. V8V 3K3

(250) 386-YOGA (9642)

www.iyengaryogacentre.ca

Refresh Yourself 
for the Fall
An all levels workshop 
with Ann Kilbertus 
September 7 - 8, 2007

This workshop will offer a series
of asanas to prepare the body
and mind for the change of
season and upcoming fall term.
Ann will be drawing inspiration
from her recent journey 
to India in February 2007.

Come and 
stabilize yourself 
for the autumn! 

• Nathan Cox and Bruce Cox for painting and repairs
throughout the Centre this summer.

• Rosemary Barritt for helping put the kitchen back
together after the paint job.

• Edie Poole for sewing new covers for the library
cushions.

• Michael Blades for transcribing the Chris Saudek
interviews which appeared in the last two issues of 
the newsletter.

Friday, Sept. 2007, 
5:00 – 7:00 pm 

Saturday, Sept. 8, 2007,
10:00 am – 1:00 pm

Fees: 
$83.00 + GST IYCV members 
$93.00 + GST non-members

A Thank-You

Short
WORKSHOP
Yoga for Feet

with Linda Benn

Saturday, October 20, 2007 

12:00 noon - 3:00 pm

Fees: $36.00 + GST for IYCV members
$40.00 + GST for non-members

Refunds will be offered only if your space can be filled 
and are subject to a $10.00 cancellation fee.
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Teacher Training Intensive 
Introductory I-II
Taught by Leslie Hogya and Ann Kilbertus 
July 2007

PHOTOS: LINDA BENN AND GARY WONG



W
e are starting this short
column to let our members
know what the Society is
doing, and a little bit about

the Board members themselves. The Yoga
Centre (as we call it around here) has been
undergoing profound and challenging
change over the past six years since we
moved into our own space and began
managing our own classes. Our
membership increased from a collection of
friends and supporters to approximately
600 students, teachers and international
supporters. At the same time, starting to
offer classes required that we hire and pay
people, thereby creating responsibility and
paperwork, as well as an employer/
employee relationship with some of our
members. 

Now that we are employers and
managers, if someone has a complaint, 
or a desire, we, the same who used to 
be a collection of friends studying yoga
together, must now deny or grant the
request. This introduces an element of
control and power to the relationship as
well as legal and financial responsibility.
All of this is opportunity for friction, and
definitely for the vrittis (fluctuations of
the mind) to have a field day!

Admirers from afar often wonder how
we do it. I myself have volunteered on

non-profit boards for about 18 years
now, and I have seen organizational
growth in other organizations that has
not been handled well. By definition the
people who start an organization are
passionate about what they are doing.
Their hearts and bodies have been
devoted to “their cause.” When growth
happens the old way of talking between
friends, informally, is lost. Founding
members may feel sidelined. Sometimes
(though not here) senior members block
growth; they see change as threatening
the way an organization works and what
makes it valuable. Sometimes this is
partly true: if change is not handled well
it can mean the loss of some valuable
things, especially related to the spirit of
the organization. 

Meanwhile, though, new Board
members need to be recruited that have
the skills and time to manage a larger
organization. Usually these are new
people. This creates a tension between
new ways, perhaps required to maintain
more formal legal processes, and the spirit
that guides the organization, usually held
by the founding members. Here at the
IYCV we are very lucky to have dedicated
senior members who continue to play a
very active role in the organization. As
Board members we often refer to them

for guidance on small matters as well as
to resolve conflict, set guidelines, or help
us see the larger vision that we need to
work towards. 

I find that one of the things that
makes this Board different from other
organizations is the willingness of Board
members to examine their own behaviour.
We also have an ethical guide that was
developed shortly after we opened that
sets out guidelines for ethical conduct
according to the yamas and niyamas (check
your Sutras). Board members pay
attention to maintaining balance in their
own lives, so they do not get over-
extended. This is important, because in
many non-profit societies people burn out
trying to do “everything” and saving the
world. This year we have started
organizing retreats, to help ensure that
personal and organizational practices
remain balanced and yogic. 

In future installments of this column
you will meet some of the Board
members, like Ann Nolan (Secretary)
who are new this year, and others, like
Leslie Hogya (Past President) who have
been involved almost since the beginning. 

Namaste, Silvia Vilches
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Board of Governors Workshop

Keeping the Hearth Fire
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G
eeta was coming to Las Vegas
(of all places!) and my friends
kept asking, “Las Vegas?
Yoga in Las Vegas?” I put all

the teasing aside and packed my props.
The first two days it was a teachers’

only conference. The room filled with
450 certified teachers, who came to
Geeta’s feet while she talked and led us in
asana, pranayama, and teacher training.

A three hour opening address
launched us on this journey. (Conference
DVD’s will be available from Iyengar
Association of the United States.)

Geeta is always an ambassador for her
father, B.K.S. Iyengar, and his teachings.
She was asked to use his book Light on Life
as the springboard for her presentation to
the participants. In our pre-conference
information letter, we were told to read
the book in its entirety. This inspiring
book brings yoga philosophy to life and
was written to explain Guruji’s method
and how it transformed over the years.
Each chapter delves into the meaning of
the sheaths, or kosas and leads the reader
from the outer layers of the body inwards,
from the skin to the soul. 

Geeta explained that the first sheath is
named annamaya kosa, this is the outer
layer, the physical also known as the food
body. Like the eight limbs of yoga, the
kosas cannot be separated. Guruji’s
brilliance is that the correct method of
doing the asanas guides us on this path,
so we are not led into path of pride. If we
stick to aligning ourselves in trikonasana

with the tailbone in and in line with the
crown of the head, we automatically
begin to penetrate. 

The five kosas (pancha kosas) or five
sheaths also correspond to the five
elements. Annamaya kosa, the outer body
relates to the earth element. Geeta
explained that maya in all these words
means vastness. Then is pranamaya kosa
relating to the organic body and water
element. Third is manomaya kosa, the
mind and fire element.

Vijnanamaya kosa is intelligence, and
air element and finally anandamaya kosa,
the bliss body, relating to the most subtle
element, ether. The yoga journey is from
body to bliss.

She further explained that the word
sheath was not really the best way to
translate kosa, it more is like a treasure
house for each layer. It is a journey to
righteousness. All the kosas work together
and we are gradually transformed. 

Later in her talk Geeta referred to
Sutra III 27 which says “By samyama on
the sun the yogi will have knowledge of
the seven worlds and of the even cosmic
centres in the body.” This sutra refers to
the belief that there are fourteen worlds,
seven above and seven below, in the
universe. These are then reflected in the
body.

The seventh one in the lower body is
patala, relating to the soles of the feet.
How do we begin Iyengar Yoga? [By]
standing firmly on our feet. Iyengar’s
commentary says: “Patanjali instructs the

aspirant to direct his mind towards the
inner body, to study and gain knowledge
of the soul.”

After two days, 400 more people
arrived and we packed the room mat to
mat. We had only a mat space, with even
our props on the mat with us. Again, the
first address was a synthesis of the first
day’s talk on the kosas. 

Each day was rich, with asana classes,
chanting of the sutras, pranayama,
refining teacher understanding and some
evenings there were banquets.

As Geeta taught in this huge space,
she could see from the stage all 900
participants. There were teacher helpers
in the crowd, but her sharp eyes would
see the people who did not understand,
who needed guidance. She effectively
used the people on stage who volunteered
to stand and do what was said. She
showed how they needed to correct their
actions for deeper penetration. 
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In the photo left to right are most of
the Canadians who attended the US
conference: Bridget Donald (Vancouver),
Louie Ettling (Vancouver), Ann
Kilbertus, Donna Fornelli (Ottawa),
Leslie Hogya. Along with Skjei Sharma
from Calgary, we went en masse to
greet Geetaji at the close of the
conference. She looked at us standing in
front of her and said "Oh Canada!"

Each day was rich, with asana classes, 
chanting of the sutras, pranayama, refining 
teacher understanding and some evenings 
there were banquets.
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The Journey: Geeta Iyengar 2007
By Leslie Hogya
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One day we were instructed to lie
down in savasana, and spread our arms to
relax. The room was so crowded, this was
almost impossible. Louie Ettling said she
felt like saying to her neighbor: Please
move your wedding ring, so I can let my
little finger relax.

Thank you to Geeta for coming and
teaching. Thank you to the scores of
volunteers from the IYANUS
organization who planned and carried
out this inspiring event.

Namaste, Leslie

Some words from Geeta
Just be in yoga.
Go towards righteousness.
Live in truth.
Protecting yourself in not restoring.
The Vedas means felt knowledge.
Yoga is a refining process.
We use the word love indiscriminately. 
In India one would use the words like 
or dislike (especially when referring 
to objects, foods).

A Class From Geeta 
Recorded by Melissa Perehudoff during her stay in Pune in 2006.

1. Adho Mukha Virasana

2. Uttanasana to Adho Mukha Svanasana

3. Adho Mukha Vrksasana (arm balance)

4. Parivrtta Trikonasana

5. Bend front knee to Parivrtta Parsvakonasana 
(both buttocks and lower side chest lengthen back, 
spine forward).

6. Repeat 3 and 4.

7. Uttanasana to Adho Mukha Svanasana.

8. Parivrtta Ardha Chandrasana

9. Bharadvajasana (when revolving to right, descend left
buttock & lower side chest to floor and back).

10. Marichyasana III (when twisting, descend straight leg 
thigh & lower side chest to floor).

11. Ardha Matsyendrasana

12. Pascimottanasana

13. Pinca Mayurasana with brick & belt.

14. Sirsasana

15. Parsva Sirsasana

16. Adho Mukha Virasana

17. Ustrasana–feet together.

19. Ustrasana–feet apart.

20. Sarvangasana

21. Eka Pada sarvangasana (3 x each side)

22. Pascimottanasana

23. Uttanasana

24. Savasana

IYCV 
WILL BE

CLOSED

Monday, 

October 8, 2007 

Thanksgiving Day

Monday, 

November 12, 2007

Remembrance Day

November 16 - 18, 2007 

Chris Saudek Workshop
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SEPTEMBER
3-7 Student Intensive with Lauren Cox 

and Ty Chandler

4-9 IYCV Registration week

7-8 Refresh Yourself for the Fall
workshop with Ann Kilbertus

22 Teachers‚ Meeting

28 Sutra Workshop with Shirley 
Daventry French

29-30 Going Deeper with Shirley 
Daventry French

OCTOBER
8 IYCV closed

19 Friday Night Gathering

19-21 Introductory I/II Assessment, 
Toronto, ON

20 Footnotes Workshop with Linda Benn

27 Teachers‚ Meeting

NOVEMBER
12 IYCV closed

16-18 IYCV closed for Chris Saudek 
workshop

16-18 Chris Saudek Workshop

16-18 Junior Intermediate II Assessment,
Vancouver, BC

24 Teachers‚ Meeting

DECEMBER
14 In the Light of Yoga – Guruji’s Birthday

Celebration

17-21 Sadhana with Corrine Lowen

20-21 Winter Solstice Workshop with 
Ty Chandler

JANUARY 2008
18-20 Heart of Yoga Workshop with 

Shirley Daventry French

26 Teachers‚ Meeting

FEBRUARY
2 IYCV AGM

MARCH
23-25 Gabriella Gubliaro Workshop

APRIL
8-10 55 Plus Retreat on Salt Spring Island

with Leslie Hogya and Wendy Boyer

2 0 0 7 - 0 8  c a l e n d a r

Newsletter submissions

Written: Digital format is preferred –Word file or other files
compatible with Microsoft Word, plain text files or emails.
Hand written or printed submissions will be accepted;
however, they require transposing (typing or scanning) to
digital format by the newsletter committee before publication.

Photos: Prints or digital images. Digital files must be 
high resolution (minimum 600 dpi) for adequate
reproduction. Acceptable formats are JPG (choose: no
compression, high quality, large file), TIFF or EPS.
Preferred: save as grayscale EPS files, with no adjustments,
sizing or cropping.



SOCIETY

Membership 
and 

Newsletter 
Subscription

Name: ______________________________________

Address: ____________________________________

_____________________________________________

City: ________________________________________

Postal Code: _________________________________

Country: ____________________________________ 

Phone: ______________________________________

E-mail: ______________________________________

■■ Do not mail me my newsletter during sessions, 
I’ll pick one up at my class.

■■ Receipt required.

For a one year membership and newsletter
subscription, please complete this form and
send it with your cheque or money order to:

Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria Society, 
c/o Hillary McPhail, 202-919 Fort Street, 
Victoria BC  V8V 3K3 

(250) 386-YOGA (9642)

Membership/subscription fee is $40.00 + GST, 
renewable each January.

Time to

Renew!

Membership benefits include:

• 5% discount on all classes

• free practice times at the IYCV

• timed practices

• having the option of getting the newsletter mailed to you

• early registration and discount for workshops

• borrowing privileges in our library

• eligibility to become a board member

• eligibility for scholarships for workshops and intensives.

To renew your membership, please fill in the form below and send to the Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria.

Iyengar Yoga Centre of Victoria membership expires 
on December 31, each year. 
he membership subscription fee is $40.00 CDN 
(+ 6% GST for Canadians) and is renewable each January.


